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Abstract. This paper presents an overview of our kid size humanoid soccer ro-
bot and wants to give a general description of our system for the RoboCup 
competitions to be held in Suntec Singapore 2010. This paper describes the 
hardware and software design of the kid size humanoid robot systems of the 
PERSIA Team in 2010. The robot has 18 actuated degrees of freedom based on 
Hitec HSR898. We have tried to focus on areas such as mechanical structure, 
Image processing unit, robot controller, Robot AI and behavior learning. This 
year, our developments for the Kid size humanoid robot include: (1) the design 
and construction of our new humanoid robots (2) the design and construction of 
a new hardware and software controller to be used in our robots. The project is 
described in two main parts: Hardware and Software. The software is devel-
oped a robot application which consists walking controller, autonomous motion 
robot, self localization base on vision and Particle Filter, local AI, Trajectory 
Planning, Motion Controller and Network. The hardware consists of the me-
chanical structure and the driver circuit board. Each robot is able to walk, fast 
walk, pass, kick and dribble when it catches the ball. The project is still in pro-
gress and some new interesting methods are described in the current report. 

1   Introduction 

The robot soccer games are used to encourage the researches on the robotics and 
artificial intelligence.  RoboCup chose to use soccer game as a central topic of re-
search. The goal of RoboCup is “By the year 2050, develop a team of fully autono-
mous humanoid robots to win against the human world cup champion team.” There 
are many leagues in the competitions of the robot soccer games. In the humanoid 
league, many technology issues and scientific areas must be integrated to implement 
the humanoid robot, such as mechanics, electronics, control, computer science, and 
semiconductor. Besides, the research technologies of humanoid walking control, 
autonomous motion, vision and AI system, kicking and shooting ball will be applied 
[1-10]. 
In order to let the robot can autonomous play a soccer game, three basic skills are 
designed and implemented on it: image understanding for environment perception, 



move ability, and artificial intelligence. In order to let the robot have a high ability of 
environmental detection, a camera and array of sensor are equipped on the body of 
the implemented robot to obtain the information of the environment to decide an 
appropriate action. We used available personal digital assistant (PDA) for processing 
vision and higher level reasoning and brain of our robot. A control board with an 
ATMEGA128 microcontroller is mainly utilized to control the robot. Many functions 
are implemented on this system so that it can receive the vision signal obtained by the 
camera via a SD port and process the data obtained by gyroscopes and the digital 
compass. It also can process the high level artificial intelligence, such as the naviga-
tion. The humanoid robot is designed as a soccer player so that the implemented 
robot can walk, turn, and shoot the ball. This document describes the current state of 
the project as well as the intended development for the Robocup competition. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Photograph of the implemented Persia humanoid robot 

 

2   Mechanical Design 

The photograph of our robot is shown in Fig.2. Persia robot includes motion mecha-
nism, Shooting and dribbling mechanism. This is designed to have a multi-purpose 
capability. This robot is equipped with main board for motion control, camera, other 
balancing sensors, servo motors and some user interfaces such as switch and LED.  
Fig.2 shows picture of the robot and overview of the Persia humanoid robot control 
system. 

 
Our robots perform high mobility and stability. The maximum speed is approximately 
0.25m/s. It can also walk to any direction and targeting smoothly. For stable walking, 
we use an acceleration and gyro sensors. The acceleration sensor is also used to detect 
falls. In our robots we use two processors; one is used for motion control and receives 



data from gyro and acceleration sensors via A/D converter, and another is used for 
image recognition, behavior determination and so on. 

 
Fig. 2. (a) Our Humanoid soccer robot, (b) Overview of the Control System 

3   Motion Control 

PERSIA Humanoid Robot has two kinds of locomotion pattern: omni directional 
walking and special actions such as kicking and getup. Special actions are described 
using key frames, which can be edited very fast by our software tool HumanoidRo-
botControl. Omni directional walking means the robot can walk in every direction 
with variable step length. The behavior module determines the target position and 
orientation according to the results of localization and the sensor measurements, and 
then constructs an action series which consists of the elementary gaits to realize omni 
directional walking. The implementation of forward walking is applying Virtual 
Slope Walking in the sagittal plane with the Lateral Swing Movement for lateral 
stability. The sideward walking and turning is realized by carefully designing the key 
frames. All of the above gait is generated by connecting the key frames with smooth 
sinusoids. The forward walking speed of PERSIA Humanoid Robot is 25cm/s. The 
image sequences of forward walking are shown in Figure 3 and figure 4. 

 

Fig. 3. Forward walking image sequence 
 
The image sequences of sideward walking and turning are shown in Figure 6 re-

spectively. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4. Forward walking image sequence 

4   Robot Software 

In soccer game, for example, the robot searches a ball and two goals, and moves to its 
desired location with avoiding many obstacles, therefore we developed our humanoid 
robot software in Visual C++ and robot software is divided into four sections:  vision, 
artificial intelligent, behavior engine, and motion control (actuation). 

 

 
Fig. 5. The processes running on the PDA 

 



3.1   Image processing 

One of the primary tasks for the vision system is to locate a particular goal and 
calculate the robot’s position in relation to it. Utilizing a camera, each time the 
personal digital assistant (PDA) on each robot performs the processing of the current 
frame and calculates the position of the robot. It also determines the position and 
position of the opponent robots as well as the position and velocity of the ball. The 
image-processing algorithm first filters the image by using a table for labeling the 
colors (Color Adjustment) then recognizes the contiguous regions through either a 
BFS or a DFS search algorithm and finally extracts the necessary information like: 
self-localization, ball, and goal and opponent robot position by looking in the Image. 
Sometimes for better image processing the RGB color space is converted to HSL 
(Hue, Saturation and Luminance). To recognize a certain color, a combination of 
conditions on Hue, Saturation and RGB is used. This procedure makes the color 
recognition independent from the change of brightness and other unpredicted 
conditions. We are trying to evaluate new methods to find some kinds of objects 
based on pattern recognition to reduce the effect of changing the colors on algorithm. 
The image processor receives its data through CF port connected to a camera with the 
speed of 15 frames per second. The camera sends frame buffer to the Personal digital 
Assistance (PDA). The PDA processes the buffer data to detect positions of ball, 
robots and landmarks. After this section, AI unit selects a next behavior. In fact the 
behaviors are complex task like getting ball, targeting and isn’t a body simple move. 
So for our robot we prepare some behaviors. The action command is send to motion 
controller unit via RS232. The motion controller unit decodes and executes the 
command and sends a command to servo motor.  

3.2   Artificial Intelligence 

In this section the AI part of the software is briefly introduced. There are three dis-
tinct layers: AI Core, Role Engine and Behavior Engine. AI Core receives the com-
puted field data from World Map Modeling unit and determines the play state accord-
ing to the ball, opponents and our robots positions. Considering the current game 
strategy, determination of the play state is done by fuzzy decision-making to avoid 
undesirable and sudden changes of roles or behaviors. 

3.3  Role Engine 

Role engine module receives information from AI core; process them, and then se-
lected a role. This module is the main section of robot software. The proposed rules 
for role engine have been turned by various experiences and they are independent of 
game field conditions. The output of this module is a set of high level commands that  



send to Behavior engine. Some of high level commands which are produced by role 
engine module are:  Go to position, Go to ball, Targeting, Shooting ball,… . 

3.4   Behavior Engine 

This module receives information from Artificial Intelligent unit. Total functions 
about Robot Behavior such as stability motors actions, robot path planning, turn cam-
era, walking, shooting, dribbling; motion and etc are controlled in this section. 

3.5   Trajectory 

Since the motion trajectory of each robot is divided into several median points that 
the robot should reach them one by one in a sequence the output obtained after the 
execution of AI will be a set of position and velocity vectors. So the task of the trajec-
tory will be to guide the robots through the opponents to reach the destination. The 
routine used for this purpose is the potential field method (also an alternative new 
method is in progress which models the robot motion through opponents same as the 
flowing of a bulk of water through obstacles). In this method different electrical 
charges are assigned to our robots, opponents and the ball. Then by calculating the 
potential field of this system of charges a path will be suggested for the robot. At a 
higher level, predictions can be used to anticipate the position of the opponents and 
make better decisions in order to reach the desired vector. 

4   Robot Specification 

The PERSIA robot is 38cm tall and weighs about 1.6 kg. It has 20 degrees of free-
dom: 5 in each leg, 3 in each hand, 2 in trunk and 2 in head. 
 

 Fig. 6. Path planning with potential fields algorithm. 
 



5   Conclusion and Future work 

In this paper, we present the details of design and implemented method of our hu-
manoid soccer robot. Our robots can get up from a fall, walk forward and backward, 
turn right and left, and kick the ball. A camera and sensors are integrated so that the 
robot can obtain the environmental information to decide the action behavior. We try 
to making the robot more stable and reliable as the result of our researches. Future 
plans are to develop and implement autonomous team actions towards participation in 
the three-by-three games similar to other leagues in RoboCup. Further information’s 
are presented on our homepage. 
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